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Abstract: While terrestrial laser scanning and photogrammetry provide high quality point cloud data
that can be used for rock slope monitoring, their increased use has overwhelmed current data analysis
methodologies. Accordingly, point cloud processing workflows have previously been developed
to automate many processes, including point cloud alignment, generation of change maps and
clustering. However, for more specialized rock slope analyses (e.g., generating a rockfall database),
the creation of more specialized processing routines and algorithms is necessary. More specialized
algorithms include the reconstruction of rockfall volumes from clusters and points and automatic
classification of those volumes are both processing steps required to automate the generation of a
rockfall database. We propose a workflow that can automate all steps of the point cloud processing
workflow. In this study, we detail adaptions to commonly used algorithms for rockfall monitoring
use cases, such as Multiscale Model to Model Cloud Comparison (M3C2). This workflow details the
entire processing pipeline for rockfall database generation using terrestrial laser scanning.
Keywords: rockfall; lidar; terrestrial laser scanning; TLS; point clouds; processing
1. Introduction
Ease of use and reduction of cost has led to an increased application of terrestrial
laser scanning (TLS) and photogrammetry in a wide range of earth science applications. A
review of earth science research using photogrammetry and terrestrial laser scanning by
Telling et al. [1] notes that the number of publications using and citing methods including
TLS has increased at a near exponential rate since 1995. While these methods result in the
same type of raw data (e.g., using a lidar scanner to acquire point clouds or using structure
from motion to construct point clouds from images), the applications in earth science are
incredibly diverse. Point clouds can be used to create DEMs which have been used to
map snow depth and movement [2–4]. In geomorphology, TLS and photogrammetry have
been used to better understand erosional and depositional processes [5–8]. Likewise, TLS
and photogrammetry have been implemented to perform rock slope characterization and
monitoring for rockfall and landslide hazards [1,9].
In the past decade, TLS has become a commonly used method for slope monitoring
and rockmass characterization [1,9–11]. As the amount of research in this field has increased,
many applications of TLS have been developed including modelling rockfall volumes and
fall scarps [1,9,12,13], conducting hazard and risk surveys [1,14,15] and analyzing trends
using magnitude-frequency curves [16–20]. Recent studies have used TLS to generate
rockfall databases, which can subsequently be used for various types of analyses [18,21,22].
In regions where rockfall hazard is prevalent, high-frequency monitoring activities
are beneficial to understand slope degradation over time. It has been shown that data
can be collected at a near continuous rate using TLS and photogrammetry [11,23–25]. The
rockfall data collected with these methods have many uses. A rockfall database can be used
to identify precursors to larger rockfall events [18,26–30], examine correlations between
meteorological events and rockfall [31–34], establish and modify rockfall hazard rating
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systems [35–38] and better understand frequency of large rockfall events [13,18,19,24,39].
A common method for examining the frequency of rockfall is the magnitude cumulative-
frequency curve (MCF), which can be used to forecast the recurrence interval of large
rockfalls. These curves can be described by a power-law distribution ( f (V) that is defined
by rockfall volume (V) and a set of constants (a and b) (Equation (1)).
f (V) = aV−b, (1)
The acquisition of high frequency TLS and photogrammetry (and the resultant rockfall
database) is important to the interpretation of these MCF curves. Van Veen et al. [18]
showed that the amount of time between scans will directly impact the resolution of
MCF curves do to spatial overlap of rockfalls. However, the large amount of data that
come from high frequency monitoring means that the quantity of data acquired by TLS
and photogrammetry has begun to overwhelm users [40]. As a result, workflows have
been developed in order to process point cloud data in an automated or semi-automated
routine [9,11,23,41–43]. These routines seek to align point clouds to a common coordinate
system, classify and/or remove unwanted zones from the point cloud (e.g., vegetation,
talus, snow), calculate the change occurring between two point clouds, extract volumes
that represent rockfall and classify rockfall shapes.
However, these workflows have some notable limitations and a review of the literature
has found that there are aspects of the point cloud processing workflow that have not
been well-documented including parameter choices for rockfall shape reconstruction and
methods for classifying point clusters to create a rockfall database, with the exception of a
few more recent studies [20,44,45]. Though progress has been made to adapt and improve
change detection algorithms [24,43,46], complex geometry can influence the results of these
calculations. While Williams et al. [24] and Kromer et al. [23] have already developed
adaptations of the commonly used Multiscale Model-to-Model Cloud Comparison (M3C2)
change calculation [43], further advances are proposed in this study that have shown
improvements to the performance of the change algorithm, for the purpose of identifying
rockfall events. Additionally, after individual volumes are extracted from the point cloud
using clustering, the process of choosing parameters for volume reconstruction (e.g., alpha
radius for alpha shapes or lambda for power crust) [47,48] and filtering out erroneous
volumes is typically either ignored or performed manually. This study documents these
processes and proposes a way of filtering rockfalls using the random forest algorithm.
All aspects of the proposed workflow were designed with the goal of creating a rockfall
database that could be used for analysis of slope processes at high temporal frequency. The
source code is available on GitHub (https://github.com/hschovanec-usgs/point-cloud-
processing (accessed on 1 February 2021)).
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Site
The study site used for testing is located approximately one mile east of Glenwood
Springs, Colorado, adjacent to Interstate-70 (I70). Glenwood Canyon is active with rock-
slides often causing road closures multiple times per year [49]. The site near Glenwood
canyon is directly adjacent to both a walking path and the highway. The Colorado Depart-
ment of Transportation (CDOT) monitors rockfall in this area to determine the stability of
the slope and locations along the slope where rockfall must be controlled. This slope is
composed of a coarse-grained, Precambrian, megacrystic granite [50] (Figure 1).




Figure 1. (a) Location of the slope and scanning positions; (b) Example of scanning setup; (c) Point 
cloud representation of the slope in Glenwood Springs Colorado. 
TLS data acquisition was performed using a Faro Focus 3D × 330 lidar scanner that 
allowed for the collection of intensity and color along with the standard x, y, z data. This 
scanner has two main ranging settings: “quality” and “resolution”. To provide high qual-
ity, dense point clouds for this slope at a distance of approximately 30 m from the instru-
ment, the following settings were used: 4x quality and a ½ resolution. The 4x ensures that 
each data point is recorded and averaged for four times (approximately 8 µs) the baseline 
recording time (1 µs); ½ resolution defines a high point density for collections. The mean 
point density was greater than 3000 points per cubic meter and the distance between 
points in regions directly in front of the scanner with the highest point density was ap-
proximately 0.015 m. Three overlapping scans were collected from different viewpoints 
to further increase the point density and cover areas of the slope that may have been oc-
cluded from one viewpoint. 
2.2. Workflow Overview 
The proposed workflow follows an outline similar to those that have been previously 
published [18,24,41,46,51], which have four primary steps used to extract rockfall from a 
slope’s point cloud: 
• Alignment: The process of putting one or more point cloud(s) in a common coordi-
nate system. 
• Classification: Categorizing points within the point cloud. 
• Change calculation: Comparing the points between a reference cloud and a second-
ary (data) cloud to determine changes in point locations. 
• Clustering: Labelling points by some characteristic of the points (e.g., point density). 
However, a number of alterations and additions make this workflow unique. Figure 
2 gives a high-level overview of the proposed workflow. The processing pipeline was 
written in C++ and MATLAB and implements the open-source software library, Point 
Cloud Library (PCL). While the parameters used in this workflow were tuned specifically 
for the study site, parameters can be specified using a config file and there is an option to 
dynamically calculate most parameters based upon point density (example configuration 
files can be found on GitHub at https://github.com/hschovanec-usgs/point-cloud-pro-
cessing (accessed on 1 February 2021)). This makes the workflow applicable to any study 
Fig re 1. (a) Location of the slope and scanning positions; (b) Example of scanning setup; (c) Point
clo re r s t ti f t sl i l ri s l r .
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sc r t i r i settings: ality” and “resolution”. To provide high quality,
dense point clouds for this slope at a distance of approximately 30 m from the instrument,
the following settings were used: 4× quality and a 1/2 resolution. The 4× e s res t at
each data point is recorded and averaged for four ti es (approxi ately 8 µs) the baseline
recording ti e (1 µs); 1/2 resolution defines a high point density for collections. The ean
point density was greater than 3000 points per cubic meter and the distance between points
in regions directly in front of the scanner with the highest point density was approximately
0.015 m. Three overlapping scans were collected from different viewpoints to further
increase the point density and cover areas of the slope that may have been occluded from
one viewpoint.
2.2. Workflow Overview
The proposed workflow follows an outline similar to those that have been previously
published [18,24,41,46,51], which have four primary steps used to extract rockfall from a
slope’s point cloud:
• Alignment: The process of putting one or more point cloud(s) in a common coordinate
system.
• Classification: Categorizing points within the point cloud.
• Change calculation: Comparing the points between a reference cloud and a secondary
(data) cloud to determine changes in point locations.
• Clustering: Labelling points by some characteristic of the points (e.g., point density).
However, a number of alterations and additions make this workflow unique. Figure 2
gives a high-level overview of the proposed workflow. The processing pipeline was written
in C++ and MATLAB and implements the open-source software library, Point Cloud Library
(PCL). While the parameters used in this workflow were tuned specifically for the study
site, parameters can be specified using a config file and there is an option to dynamically
calculate most parameters based upon point density (example configuration files can
be found on GitHub at https://github.com/hschovanec-usgs/point-cloud-processing
(accessed on 1 February 2021)). This makes the workflow applicable to any study site and
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the alignment algorithm has already been used by the authors on other slopes with minor
parameter adjustments.
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For the purpose of this study, preprocessing steps were divided into two categories.
The first type of preprocessing step is one required to setup the pipeline. These steps were
organizational (performed at the onset to configure the pipeline) and were not automated.
The second type of preprocessing step was a step that prepared the point cloud for one of the
major pipeline steps (e.g., temporarily subsampling the cloud to reduce the computational
time for the alignment algorithm).
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Table 1. Preprocessing parameters used for the Glenwood Springs study site.
Parameter Use(s) Value(s) Guidance
SOR Filter Reducing inconsistencies insurface point density. 50 nearest neighbors
SOR should be tuned to ensure that
regions of bedrock covered by the






Subsampling should be greater than
the average point spacing of the
point cloud.
Uniform Sampling Filter
(a) Temporarily subsample to
increase efficiency of rough
alignment; (b) Subsample to a
desired point spacing.
(a) 0.3 m; (b) 0.02 m
Subsampling should be greater than
the average point spacing of the
point cloud.
2.4. Alignment
Alignment is the process of rotating or translating a point cloud to accomplish one or
more of the following:
• Align scans from different viewpoints into a common location.
• Align scans from different points in time into a common location.
• Reference scans to a known coordinate system.
It is important to note that in this study, the locations and comparisons between point
clouds were all conducted in a local coordinate system (with an arbitrary origin) and were
not referenced to any geodetic coordinate system. It was important to generate the best
possible alignment, as any alignment error would propagate through to the clustering and
volume calculation [54]. This study implements a base model to which all other scans were
aligned. The base model was created by manually aligning the three scan positions at the
site. This was possible since the changes in the slope were limited to isolated rockfalls rather
than large scale movements and the rejection methods used in the alignment removed
areas with change greater than the thresholds set by the rejection criteria. As a result, any
set of scans could be compared to one another, since they were aligned to the same location
in the same local coordinate system.
Alignment workflows commonly follow a two-step process including coarse and
fine alignment [54,55]. Both the coarse and fine alignment can be performed using PCL
library methods. The coarse alignment was performed using feature histograms and
correspondence rejection [56,57], while the fine alignment was performed using an iterative
closest point (ICP) algorithm [58] (Figure 3).
Alignment was, perhaps, the most difficult step of this workflow. This was due to
the tendency of alignment algorithms (specifically the ICP algorithm) to converge into
a local minimum. To reduce the effects of this problem, the option to repeat alignment
steps was added. This was done in order to “shake” the alignment out of the local minima
by repeating the alignment step with slightly altered parameters. It was observed that
individual dates aligned slightly differently depending on the presence of temporary
obstructions (e.g., cars, snow, vegetation) and differences in scanning conditions. By
repeating the scanning steps (once for the coarse alignment and four times for the fine,
iterative alignment) the effects of these difference were reduced. The sampling size was
reduced by 20% for each repeated coarse alignment and 10% for each repeated iterative
alignment. Table 2 provides parameters used in both alignment algorithms. The parameters
were chosen by repeatedly running the alignment steps for data with different degrees of
subsampling and examining the results. Based on the range of acceptable values, a value
that was centered between the extremes was chosen. Examining a large range of degrees of
subsampling (achieved by varying the voxel grid size) ensures that for this type of setup,
where the scanner is relatively close to the slope (e.g., for highway adjacent slopes) and a
similar initial voxel filter is used, the parameters and algorithms should easily be adapted
with reasonable adjustment to parameters.
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Tabl 2. Parameters used for alignment algorithms.
Parameter Use(s) Value(s) Guidance
Normal Radius
Radius use to construct normal f r
(a) the coarse alignment; (b) the fine
alignment. Must always be larger
than the subsampling used to
increase efficiency.
(a) 3 m; (b) 1.2 m Normal radius should be greater thanthe subsa pling.
Feature Radius
Search radius the PCL algorithm used
to generate feature histograms and
find keypoints. Should be larger than
the normal radius.
4.5 m Feature radius should be greater than thenormal radius.
Inlier Distance
A metric used to define the threshold
for inlier and outlier points for
keypoi t rej ction for the
course alignment.
0.25 m Inlier distance should be approximately10x the average point spacing.
Threshold Degree
A threshold defining how much
normals in a correspondence pair can
deviate from one another.
40 degrees
The t reshold degree should be tune
based upon the geometry of the slo es
jointing. Testing showed an optimal
threshold degree between 38 and
42 degrees.
Multiple of S.D.
The distance as a multiple of the
standard deviation of nearest
neighbors that valid correspondence
pairs should be within, with respect
to one another.
1.3
Multiple of standard deviation should be
reduced to remove more outliers. However,
a multiplier less than 1 was shown to reject
all correspondences in most cases.
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2.4.1. Coarse Alignment
A coarse alignment was implemented because the ICP requires an accurate initial
estimate of the transformation parameters to achieve convergence. This was necessary
since ICP has a tendency to converge to a local minimum [56,57]. As a result, it was
advantageous to give an initial course alignment that was based upon features or picking
point pairs, that the ICP could then further improve upon.
The first stop of the course alignment was segmentation to the general area of interest.
Segmentation required that the positions of the point clouds be known a priori; however,
since the acquisition system was not static, the initial position of the raw point cloud was
not guaranteed. To account for this, the centroid of the scan position’s point cloud and
the base model were collocated. This was not necessary for the alignment, but it allowed
for segmentation of the point clouds to a rough area of interest, even though the initial
location of scan positions in space was unknown.
The next step of the coarse alignment was to prepare the point clouds for keypoint cal-
culation. Keypoints are a subset of points from a point cloud that are located in descriptive
regions (often on corners and along edges). These keypoints are used to align the point
cloud based upon geometrically distinct regions [55]. Useful keypoints were positioned
along the edges and corners of structures, while poor keypoints were in locations with
nonunique geometries (e.g., the center of a plane). This preparation included filtering noise
using an SOR filter, subsampling with a voxel grid filter and computing the normals for all
of the points with a normal radius of three meters. The coarse alignment was performed
using keypoints and feature histograms. 3D keypoints were calculated using an Intrinsic
Shape Signature (ISS) keypoint detector (ISSKeypoint3D) [55]. This method created a
view-independent representation of the point cloud. Each point was described by three
characteristics: intrinsic reference frame (Fi), a 3D shape feature and an intrinsic shape
signature (Si). These values were all computed within the algorithm and were influenced
by the point cloud’s point spacing, normals and a parameter that defined the size of the
3D shape features (Feature Size in Table 2). Once the keypoints were calculated, the Fast
Point Feature Histogram (FPFH) used them as inputs to create feature descriptors for each
keypoint. The feature size parameter is used to determine how far around the keypoint the
algorithm searches for points in order to calculate descriptors for the feature. Since this is
describing large-scale features, the feature radius must be large (approximately 5–10 times
the point spacing after subsampling). While it is possible to simply pass the keypoints
onto the rejection algorithm and use that to generate correspondences, the FPFH features
are highly advantageous in that they are orientation invariant and reliable over a range
of scales [56]. This is important since point clouds from other slopes will undoubtedly
have different feature orientations (resulting from jointing and rock properties) and scales
(resulting from scanner acquisition parameters and distance between the scanner and the
slope). This algorithm is susceptible to variations in point density, which highlights the
importance of performing subsampling that creates a near constant point density for the
cloud prior to alignment.
Rejection of the keypoint descriptors was performed using Random Sample Consensus
(RANSAC) [57,59]. The primary user-defined parameter in this step was the inlier distance
(see Table 2). This denoted the distance after which a point would be determined an outlier.
Since at this point in the workflow the clouds were only preliminarily aligned by their
centroids, the inlier had to be relatively large. If the inlier was too small, then all of the
correspondences were rejected.
2.4.2. Fine (Iterative) Alignment
Iterative closest point (ICP) alignment was used to further reduce the root mean square
error (RMSE) between the scans, following the coarse alignment. There have been many
variations of the ICP alignment algorithm developed since its introduction in 1991 [42,58].
However, the standard procedure includes the following steps:
• Choice of correspondence pair points that can be used to relate the two point clouds.
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• Rejection of correspondence pairs points that do not match given criteria.
• Determination of the error corresponding to the pairs of points following transformation.
• Repetition until error is minimized below a threshold or until a stopping condition
is satisfied.
First, normals were computed based on the smaller uniform sampling size used
in this step of the alignment (Table 2). Then, correspondence pairs were calculated. A
correspondence pair matches points from the two point clouds based upon geometric (e.g.,
normal) and visual (e.g., color) properties. PCL provides correspondence estimation based
upon the normal of the two point clouds, called normal shooting, which finds points in a
secondary cloud closest to the normal of a point in the primary cloud. While there were
other ways to capture correspondences, it has been shown that using normal shooting will
give better results for clouds that were initially not close [60]. This ensures that, even if the
rough alignment leaves considerable space (greater than 10 cm) between the two clouds,
the correspondences will still be found.
Some correspondences may negatively impact the alignment. As a result, correspon-
dence rejection must be used to remove unsuitable correspondences. The first rejection
criteria implemented was rejection of points in multiple correspondence pair. This elim-
inated duplicate correspondences while retaining the correspondence with the smallest
distance between point pairs. The second rejection criterion was based on the surface
normals of the correspondence pairs. This rejection algorithm determined the angle be-
tween the normal for the points in a correspondence pair. If that angle was greater than a
user-defined threshold, the correspondence pair was rejected. While an optimum match
would have identical normal vectors, subtle changes in the slope and the scanning position
and the chosen radius for normal calculation led to non-zero angles between the normals.
More importantly, significant features (corners and edges of geometric features) will have
a greater degree of curvature. As previously mentioned, keypoints were calculated for
these types of areas; likewise, useful correspondences also pertain to these types of areas.
He et al. [61] found that on scale from 0o to 90o, points that correspond to a feature have a
higher degree variance than points corresponding to a nonfeature. As a result, a higher
threshold degree must be used to account for the keypoints having relatively large curva-
ture, otherwise all correspondences will be rejected [57,61,62]. The final rejection criterion
computed the median distance between points and enforced a user-defined threshold,
which sets the number of standard deviations by which the pair distance could diverge
from the median point distance. All correspondence pairs that were greater than a thresh-
old of 1.3 times the standard deviation were rejected [63]. The convergence criteria used to
stop the repeated iterations was mean square error (MSE). A mean square error less than
1E-6 m stopped the algorithm.
While RANSAC can be used as a rejector and was used as a rejector for the coarse
alignment, it behaved inconsistently within the iterative alignment. The results were highly
variable, due to the nature of RANSAC, in which a random subset of points is chosen to
perform the operation. When RANSAC rejection was performed, even for the same cloud
and set of parameters, the results varied greatly. The randomness of this method led to
poor repeatability and accordingly RANSAC rejection was not used for the ICP alignment.
2.5. Classification
In order to isolate bedrock within the point cloud, the points had to be classified.
Classification of the slope and removal of snow, talus and vegetation relied on a masking
method implemented by Weidner et al. [64] (Figure 4). A template was created that denoted
regions where bedrock, talus and vegetation were located on the slope. This mask, once
created, was applied to all of the scans. Snow and ice were removed by thresholding
the return intensity values. The return intensity scales and threshold values may change
depending on the scanning system, but for the FARO Focus 3D × 330, which has a −2047
to 2048 intensity scale, a threshold of intensity below 500 corresponded well to snow and
ice [64]. For example, bedrock in a winter scan had an average intensity of 1600, while the
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snow in the scan had an average intensity of −550 with some points with return intensities
as low as −1359.
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i r . The mask used to classify the Glenwood Springs study site. The mask will also label regi ns outside of the
area of interest as “other”. This removed any outliers that were far from the slope. The mask was three dimensional, so
vegetation that was isolated in front of the slope (e.g., free-standing trees and shrubs) was removed, while the bedrock
behind remained. At this view angle, those objects may not clear, but they did occur on the slope.
The accuracy of this method depends on how quickly the characteristics of the slope
change (e.g., how often new areas of the slope are newly vegetated, new snow catch ents
form, large rockslides drastically alter the slope). A large threshold radius (0.9 m) was used
in order to account for these changes to the slope. This allowed points to be classified even
if they were in a different location from the mask due to rockfall. Some areas of vegeta-
tion changed (e.g., due to growth) during the monitoring period, but they were largely
removed by the noise filtering and cluster classification techniques (Sections 2.3 and 2.9,
respectively). For future years of data collection and processing, this mask will need to be
assessed to analyze its quality and determine whether it needs to be edited to account for
large changes in the slope.
2.6. Change Detection
Calculation of change between two point clouds was perhaps the most important
step of this workflow. There are many algorithms designed for change detection, but the
primary two involve a point-to-point (or mesh-to-mesh) nearest neighbor calculation [65]
or a calculation along a surface normal [43,46]. The direction of change calculated is
an important distinction between these two methods. A point-to-point calculation will
calculate the distance between the two closest points in the data and reference clouds. This
means that change will be calculated in the direction created by a vector between the two
points. As a result, the change map does not show a specific direction of change. This is
problematic when the two clouds have varying point densities. Noise in the calculation
may be created by a calculation along the surface rather than outward or inward from
the surface. Creating a mesh and using mesh-to-mesh distance will slightly reduce this
problem, but this method is still not ideal for calculation of small changes, like those
observed in this study, due to the introduction of interpolation error.
In contrast, a calculation along a surface normal will produce a change map of relative
change along the normal. One of the first and most commonly used implementations of
this change method is Multiscale Model-to-Model Cloud Comparison (M3C2) [43]. The
M3C2 method is superior to nearest neighbor calculations in that it locally averages points
in a manner that reduces error. It is also more robust for point clouds with missing points
and variable point density [43]. One limitation of nearest neighbor calculations specific
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to rockfall analysis is the inability to differentiate whether change is occurring parallel or
perpendicular to the slope. For example, in a case where the point cloud surface changes
due to an oblong rockfall (where the area of change parallel to the slope is smaller than
the change perpendicular to the slope) and a calculation is being performed for a point
in the center of the area of change, a nearest neighbor algorithm will end up calculating
a distance from the closest point that is parallel to the slope rather than perpendicular.
In contrast, M3C2 searches for points along normal and averages, which means that the
change perpendicular to the slope would be captured.
While this is a commonly used method, it is susceptible to error introduced by complex
geometry (Figure 5). Methods have been proposed to reduce the effects of this with a user-
defined range of cylinder lengths and user-defined maximum number of points within
the cylinder. One method proposed by Williams et al. [24] defines a ranged cylinder
search. Traditionally, the M3C2 algorithm begins searching for points at a distance (L) in
the negative normal direction from the point and then extends forward until a distance (L)
in the positive normal direction is achieved. Williams et al. [24] abbreviated this process
by first extending the cylinder by 0.1 cm, then determining the number of points. If less
than four points are found, the cylinder extends again. The maximum cylinder length and
ranges of cylinder lengths to extend, are both user-defined variables.




Figure 5. An example of complex geometry, where the secondary surfaces would be captured 
along with the rockfall for an M3C2 cylinder extending in both the positive and negative normal 
direction. 
The 4D filtering change technique presented in Kromer et al. [23] for deformation 
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a maximum number of points (K), rather than a range of lengths. The change algorithm 
captures the K nearest neighbors in the secondary cloud and then filters all points that lie 
outside a perpendicular distance from the normal. A secondary step then averages calcu-
lated distances spatially and temporally to smooth out noise (i.e., 4D filtering step). The 
number of K points in the change algorithm and the number of nearest neighbors (NN) 
are defined by user input. For a cloud with high surface roughness, using a high K number 
is recommended to appropriately capture corresponding points in the secondary point 
cloud. However, testing this algorithm showed that it has a tendency to underestimate 
the change. In order to overcome this a large value of K must be specified (Section 3). 
The algorithm proposed in this study builds upon both of these methods (Figure 6). 
It begins with the calculation of normals using single value decomposition. Normals 
pointed backwards into the slope are reversed. This was defined by an angle greater than 
110 degrees between the normal and the preferential orientation, which is an optional in-
put by the user. In this case a preferred orientation in the positive x-direction was used. 
However, the algorithm does allow for a dynamic calculation of the rock slope’s normal 
to use as the preferential orientation. The next step of the algorithm determined the calcu-
lation of the distance along each of these normals. An alteration to the M3C2 algorithm is 
proposed here. This method takes advantage of M3C2′s ability to average the direction of 
change (whether positive or negative along the normal). The procedure includes two 
steps. 
1. Determination of change direction (positive or negative along normal) using M3C2. 
2. Project the cylinder in the determined direction until K points have been found 
The theoretical motivations behind these changes are twofold. First, determining a 
primary direction of change means that the cylinder is only projected in one direction. 
Thus, this means that the projection cylinder cannot intersect with planes in two different 
directions as shown in Figure 5. Second, the likelihood of intersecting more than one sur-
face is reduced by stopping the cylinder projection once K points have been found. Dis-
cussion of the advantages of these changes is provided in Section 3.1 in the context of the 
obtained results. 
Fig re 5. n exa ple of co l t , t rf c s l be captured along
with the rockfall for n M3C2 cylinder extending in both the positive and negative normal di ection.
The 4D filtering change technique presented in Kromer et al. [23] for deformation
monitoring also computes dis ance along normals using a K-nearest algorithm; it elies
a maximum number of points (K), rather than a range of le gths. The change algorithm
captures the K nearest neighbors in t seco dary cloud a d then filters all points t at
lie outside a perpendicular dista ce from the normal. A secondary step the averages
calculated distances spatially and te porally to smooth out noise (i.e., 4D filtering step).
The number of K points in the change algorith and the number of nearest neighbors (NN)
are defined by user input. For a cloud with high surface roughness, using a high K number
is recommended to appropriately capture corresponding points in the secondary point
cloud. However, testing this algorithm showed that it has a tendency to underestimate the
change. In order to overcome this a large value of K must be specified (Section 3).
The algorithm proposed in this study builds upon both of these methods (Figure 6).
It begins with the calculation of normals using single value decomposition. Normals
pointed backwards into the slope are reversed. This was defined by an angle greater than
110 degrees between the normal and the preferential orientation, which is an optional
input by the user. In this case a preferred orientation in the positive x-direction was
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used. However, the algorithm does allow for a dynamic calculation of the rock slope’s
normal to use as the preferential orientation. The next step of the algorithm determined
the calculation of the distance along each of these normals. An alteration to the M3C2
algorithm is proposed here. This method takes advantage of M3C2′s ability to average
the direction of change (whether positive or negative along the normal). The procedure
includes two steps.
1. Determination of change direction (positive or negative along normal) using M3C2.
2. Project the cylinder in the determined direction until K points have been found




Figure 6. Overview of the change detection algorithm. 
The diameter of the nearest neighbor search used to calculate the normal should be 
20–25 times the surface roughness of the point cloud, since uncertainty due to surface 
roughness in a normal calculation becomes negligible at that scale [43]. In order to capture 
the most detail, the projection cylinder must be as small as possible. However, while av-
eraging the points within the cylinder reduces the effects of surface roughness, point den-
sity must still be considered. In order to capture as much change detail as possible, while 
still capturing multiple points to average the change values and reduce the effects of sur-
face roughness, a projection cylinder between 5–10 times the point spacing was used. In 
this method, the maximum number of points could be dynamically calculated to corre-
spond to the number of points found in the reference cloud within the defined cylinder 
radius. This allowed for the calculation to be purely dynamic, without requiring user in-
put for the maximum number of points or a range of cylinder lengths. However, the max-
imum number of points could be overridden by the user. An example of the change algo-
rithm applied to a four-month time period between October 2019 and February 2019 is 
shown in Figure 7. 
Figure 6. Overview of the change detection algorithm.
The theoretical motivations behind these changes are twofold. First, determining a
primary direction of change means that the cylinder is only projected in one direction.
Thus, this means that the projection cylinder cannot intersect with planes in two different
directions as s own in Figure 5. Second, the likelihood of intersecting more than one
surface is reduced by stopping the cylinder projection once K points have bee found.
Disc sion of the advantages f these changes is provided i Section 3.1 in the context of
the obtained results.
The diamete of the earest neighbor search used to calcula e the orm l should be
20–25 times the surface roughn ss of the point cloud, si ce uncertainty due surface
roughness i a normal calculati n becomes n gligibl at that scale [43]. In order to capture
the most detail, the proj ction cylinder must be as small as possible. However, while
averaging the points within the cylinder educes the effects of surface roughness, point
density must still be consi er d. In or r to capt r as much change d tail as possible,
while sti l capturing multiple points to average the chang values and red ce the effects
f surface roughness, a projection cylinder between 5–10 times the point spacing was
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used. In this method, the maximum number of points could be dynamically calculated
to correspond to the number of points found in the reference cloud within the defined
cylinder radius. This allowed for the calculation to be purely dynamic, without requiring
user input for the maximum number of points or a range of cylinder lengths. However, the
maximum number of points could be overridden by the user. An example of the change
algorithm applied to a four-month time period between October 2019 and February 2019 is
shown in Figure 7.




Figure 7. Change detection using the proposed method for a four-month period (10-13-2018 to 02-18-2019) at the Glen-
wood Springs study site. The scale bar shows all change greater than 0.1 m and less than −0.1 as blue and red, respectively; 
as such, large changes typically correspond to the accumulation or loss of material rather than continuum slope defor-
mation. (a) Change map showing deformation and rockfall; (b) greyed out. Small rockfalls are visible across the slope. A 
distinct rockfall is located in the far left corner with a volume of approximately 0.84 m3. 
2.7. Clustering 
After the change maps for each of the time periods were calculated, the volumes as-
sociated with rockfall events needed to be identified and clustered. First, the change cloud 
was filtered by removing all points with change below the limit of detection. To identify 
rockfall the change calculation was performed in two directions: forward, calculating 
change from the earlier date to the later date and reverse, calculating change from the later 
date to the earlier date. This represented both the front and back surface of the rockfall. 
To get these surfaces associated with slope degradation rather than accumulation, all pos-
itive change was removed for the forward calculation and all negative change was re-
moved for the reverse calculation. After this, the two clouds (positive and negative 
change) were merged. Then, clustering was performed with the density-based spatial 
clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN) algorithm [66–68]. The clustering code 
written for this study addresses one of the largest shortcomings of the M3C2 algorithm 
implemented in MATLAB. DBSCAN uses a radius (ε), nearest neighbor search to examine 
points and determine if the number of points found is at or above the user defined thresh-
old (mp) and can be considered a cluster. Then, the process is repeated for each found 
point and this process is repeated until a point with a surrounding density less than mp is 
found. The code stores all of the indices of all of the points leading to redundancy and an 
exponential increase in memory use. For the large (multi-million point) clouds examined 
in this study, the memory usage would overload the computer. This was optimized by 
adding steps to check whether points had already been classified (as noise or a cluster) to 
reduce redundancy in the code. This made the memory usage and the computation time 
more efficient. 
Figure 7. Change detection using the proposed method for a four-month period (10-13-2018 to 02-18-2019) at the Glenwood
Springs study site. The scale bar shows all change greater than 0.1 m and less than −0.1 as blue and red, respectively; as
such, large changes typically correspond to the accumulation or loss of material rather than continuum slope deformation.
(a) Change map showing deformation and rockfall; (b) greyed out. Small rockfalls are visible across the slope. A distinct
rockfall is located in the far left corner with a volume of approximately 0.84 m3.
2.7. Clustering
After the change maps for each of the time periods were calculated, the volumes
associated with rockfall events needed to be identified and clustered. First, the change cloud
was filtered by removing all points with change below the limit of detection. To identify
rockfall the change calculation was perfor ed in two directions: forward, calculating
change fro the earlier date to the later date and reverse, calculating change from the
later date to the earlier date. This represented both the front and back surface of the
rockfall. To get these surfaces associated with slope degradation rather than accumulation,
all positive change was removed for the forward calculation and all negative change was
removed for the reverse calculation. After this, the two clouds ( siti e e ti e
) r r . , l t ri rf r it t it - ti l
l t i li ti it i l it . l t i
t r i e if the number of points found is at or above the user defined threshold
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(mp) and can be considered a cluster. Then, the process is repeated for each found point
and this process is repeated until a point with a surrounding density less than mp is
found. The code stores all of the indices of all of the points leading to redundancy and an
exponential increase in memory use. For the large (multi-million point) clouds examined
in this study, the memory usage would overload the computer. This was optimized by
adding steps to check whether points had already been classified (as noise or a cluster) to
reduce redundancy in the code. This made the memory usage and the computation time
more efficient.
In order to capture small volumes (<0.001m3) while reducing the possibility for large
volumes to split, “looser” parameters were chosen for clustering (ε = 0.1 m; mp = 35). The
minimum number of points was chosen based upon the average point spacing within the
volume created by a sphere with a radius equal to epsilon. Visual examination of the point
cloud found that the majority of 0.1 m × 0.1 m × 0.1 m boxes in the bedrock contained
more than 35 points. This means that any change in areas of this size could be expected
to be clustered. This also resulted in many clusters being generated that corresponded to
non-rockfall “clutter” (e.g., edges of vegetation, edges of snow, areas with higher alignment
error), which had to be removed (Section 2.9).
2.8. Volume Statistics
A number of volume descriptors and statistics were calculated for each point cluster
in order to separate rockfall from remaining clutter after clustering. The first statistic
calculated was the primary, secondary and tertiary orthogonal axes of the cluster. There
were a number of ways to determine the length along the primary axes, including, but not
limited to, bounding box and adjusted bounding box [21]. While bounding box methods
are commonly used [18,41], they have their limitations. A traditional bounding box method
creates a three-dimensional box around the points with the minimum possible side lengths.
The drawback of this method is its dependence on the cartesian coordinate axes. The box
is created along the x, y and z axis, but a rockfall may not be naturally aligned to those
axes. The adjusted bounding box method was created to overcome this limitation [21].
This method implements a single value decomposition to determine the orientation of the
rockfall. Then, the bounding box is rotated so that the primary rockfall axis is aligned with
the x-axis. Though the primary axis of the rockfall and the primary axis of the bounding
box are now consistent, this method is still limited by the possible misalignment of the
secondary and tertiary axes. Because of these limitations, a bounding box method was
not used to determine the rockfall shape. Instead, principal component analysis (PCA),
which has been used for other rockfall studies [40], was used to determine the primary,
secondary and tertiary axes of the rockfall. From these, the lengths of the volume along its
axes were calculated.
The next set of descriptors pertain to the number of points within the cloud and the
volume. When comparing the number of points for a rockfall and patch of vegetation of
the same 3D size, the number of points will often differ. While the points of a rockfall were
located along the boundary of the object, the points for vegetation may be located on the
boundary of the object and within the object. Because of this, the ratio of volume and total
points was used in the classification of clusters. This is further explained in Section 2.9. The
volume was calculated using the alpha shape process defined in Section 2.8.1. This value
was used to compute the ratio (R) of the cloud by dividing the volume (V) by the number





The other statistics calculated were related to the change. Specifically, the mean,
maximum, minimum and average change were recorded to allow for simple analysis of
the distribution of change within each cluster.
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2.8.1. Shape Reconstruction
Shape reconstruction allows for a volume calculation from a set of points [13,66].
While there are other forms of volume reconstruction used in the literature (e.g., power
crust) [20,48], alpha shape is most commonly used [18,40,44] and was the volume recon-
struction algorithm used in this study. The concept of the alpha shape structure was
proposed by Edelsbrunner and Mücke [47]. The alpha shape algorithm is controlled by an
alpha radius. This defines that the Delauney triangulation that reconstructs the shape will
have a circumcircle with a radius less than the alpha radius. The alphashape() function in
MATLAB can theoretically be used to determine an appropriate radius for the calculation;
however, tests with this method did not prove successful. In order to determine a threshold
radius for a wide range of shapes, one-hundred rockfall volumes of varying sizes and
shapes were tested. For each volume, a threshold radius was manually determined. This
threshold radius was defined as the minimum radius that did not produce any holes within
the shape. Figure 8 shows the influence of the alpha radius choice on shape reconstruction
of a complex rock volume. This volume was represented by areas of continuous point
coverage and a region that was blocked from the line of sight of the scanner. The occluded
region created a large hole when a small alpha radius was used. This is an example of a
complex situation where some regions of a rockfall are best modeled using a small radius
and others are best modeled using a large radius. The maximum possible volume of this
rockfall (4.83 m3) corresponds to a shape reconstruction with an infinite radius. The panels
of Figure 8 show the effect of increasing alpha radius:
• Panel A: When the alpha radius is small, many holes appear resulting in an underesti-
mation of the volume.
• Panel B: Increasing the radius decreases the number of holes and increases the volume
estimate.
• Panel C: Holes have been eliminated with this, but some of the detail in the shape has
been lost. This implies a threshold radius between 0.2 m and 0.3 m was suitable.
• Panel D: Too large of a radius results in complete deterioration of the shape.
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Figure 8. Examples of shape reconstruction varying with the alpha radius (α). As the radius in-
creased, the number of holes decreased, and the volume increased. (a) Volume reconstruction re-
sulting from an alpha radius of 0.1 m; (b) Volume reconstruction resulting from an alpha radius of 
0.2 m; (c) Volume reconstruction resulting from an alpha radius of 0.3 m; (d) Volume reconstruc-
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For 100 rockfall point clusters, a range of volumes were calculated using al-
phashape(). Each volume calculated corresponds to an alpha radius between 0 m and 3 
m. This resulted in an array of volumes for each rockfall point cloud. Plotting this range 
of volumes determined the solid lines plotted in Figure 9. A clear trend was visible. As 
the alpha radius increased and consequently the number of holes in the shape reconstruc-
tion decreased, there was a sharp increase in the calculated volume that approached an 
asymptote that defined the maximum volume. 
Figure 8. Examples of shape reconstruction varying with the alpha radius (α). As the radius
increased, the number of holes decreased, and the volume increased. (a) Volume reconstruction
resulting fro an alpha radius of 0.1 m; (b) Volume reconstruction resulting from an alpha radius of
0.2 m; (c) Volu e reconstruction resulting from an alpha radius of 0.3 m; (d) Volume reconstruction
resulting from an alpha radius of 1.0 m.
For 100 rockfall point clusters, a range of volumes were calculated using alphashape().
Each volume calculated corresponds to an alpha radius between 0 m and 3 m. This
resulted in an array of volumes for each rockfall point cloud. Plotting this range of volumes
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determined the solid lines plotted in Figure 9. A clear trend was visible. As the alpha radius
increased and consequently the number of holes in the shape reconstruction decreased,
there was a sharp increase in the calculated volume that approached an asymptote that
defined the maximum volume.
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struction, this meant that some areas are well-defined by a small α and others required a 
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large volumes considered. Although a comprehensive solution to the alpha radius deter-
mination problem is beyond the scope of this work, our findings indicate that small vol-
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The th eshold radius, which defined th minimum radius that created a shape re-
cons ructi without a y holes is denoted by a circle n Figure 9. The maximum radii
that can be used to efine a suitable alpha r dius for a range of volum s are denoted by
dashed lines in Figure 9. For example, for volum s whose maximum volume was less than
0.002 m3, a radius less th n 0.35 m p oduces a good reconstruction. For volume with a
maximum volume between 0.002 m3 and 0.02 m3, a radi s less than 0.68 m produc s a
good reconstruction.
As the rockfall volume increased, the threshold radii became less consistent. This
was due to inconsistent point spacing. For larger volumes, it was much more likely that
part of the volume would be out of view of the scanner due to occlusion. In terms of
the reconstruction, this meant that some areas are well-defined by a small α and others
required a large α to close holes. As a result, there was high variability in the threshold
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radius for the large volumes considered. Although a comprehensive solution to the alpha
radius determination problem is beyond the scope of this work, our findings indicate that
small volumes can be automatically estimated using a radius between 0.35 m and 0.68 m.
A slope with drastically different rockfall characteristics may require a reproduction of this
analysis to determine the relevant radii for volumes on that slope.
2.9. Cluster Classification
While some studies have implemented methods to differentiate points that are and
are not related to rockfall, these algorithms are often applied prior to clustering [67].
This means that points are classified, but not the clusters that are meant to represent the
rockfall volumes. Following clustering with DBSCAN, other workflows do not document
how clusters are evaluated. This implies that either all of the clusters were automatically
considered rockfall, or a manual validation process was performed. In this study, the goal
was to filter out erroneous clusters automatically.
To reduce the initial amount of clutter, the clusters were filtered. The first filter was
based upon a minimum number of points. This was set to be equal to the minimum
points for the DBSCAN clustering to ensure no smaller clusters were included. The second
filter relied on change occurring in both the forward and reverse direction. A physical
rockfall would show change in both the forward and inverse change calculations. Cases
where this might not occur include areas of temporary occlusion or edges of vegetation.
This will result in an apparent change based upon a lack of points in one cloud. For
example, a temporary obstacle would show up as 100% negative change with no points
showing positive change in the reverse calculation. In order to filter out these cases,
the percent difference between number of the positive and the number of the negative
change points observed within a given cluster could not exceed a specified threshold
(80%). Even with these filters (results shown in Figure 10), clutter was still included in the
output clusters. This required classifying and filtering individual clusters based on their
geometric properties.
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wide range of sizes and shapes. Using the clusters, each individual rockfall was manually
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labeled as rockfall or clutter. The training set derived from a comparison between scans
was 60 percent clutter and 40 percent rockfall. The features used to describe and classify
each cluster are the following: number of points in the cluster, volume, ratio of volume and
points (Equation (2)), mean change and standard deviation of change. Then, two different
classification methods were used to classify the rockfall. Both methods used a training data
set consisting of 70% of the manually classified rockfalls and a testing data set consisting of
30% of the rockfalls. The data were split using a random data partition.
The first method used was the generalized linear model regression (fitglm) in MAT-
LAB [69,70]. This method creates a generalized linear model fit based upon variables within
a table. All the cluster statistics were tested using a stepwise model, which determined the
variables that were most important for determining the label. The most important cluster
variables included number of points, density, volume, average change and the standard
deviation of change. By specifying that the distribution of the model was binomial (rockfall
or clutter), a logistic regression was performed.
The second method used was a bootstrapped random forest algorithm (TreeBagger)
in MATLAB. In general, decision trees have the potential to overfit the data [71]. The
bootstrap aggregation of multiple decision trees can be used to reduce this effect and each
decision tree created uses a random sample of training instances and features [72,73].
Both methods output a score between zero and one that defined the probability of
the cluster being a rockfall rather than clutter. Using a given threshold for this probability
produced a unique number of false positive and false negative classifications. This infor-
mation was used to determine the false positive rate (FPR) and false negative rate (FNR)









FPR and FNR are inversely proportional. As a lower probability threshold was used,
the FNR decreased and the FPR increased. When creating the classifier, this inverse
relationship allowed for a set of parameters to be identified that resulted in an equal
FPR and FNR. To determine the probability threshold where the FNR and FPR curves
intersected, a set of classifications with a range of probability thresholds were performed
(Figure 11). The classification for each threshold value was repeated two hundred times
in order to limit the influence of the random partition on the resulting classification. The
results of these two hundred repetitions were recorded in the form of a boxplot. The
probability threshold selected was the point where the median FNR and FPR values
intersected. This was 0.475 for the generalized linear model (GLM) method and 0.325 for
the random forest method.
The random forest decision tree was ultimately considered superior to the linear
model in two respects. First, the run time of the random forest is much shorter (faster
computational speed), than that of the linear model. Second, although the FNRs were
similar for the two models, the random forest classifier produced an overall lower FPR. The
random forest classifier was further tested to understand the effects of the training data
quantity and volumetric distribution on the resultant classification. This showed that the
distribution of the training data will have an impact on the classified data. A volumetric
distribution matching that of the data to be classified produced the best results.
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3. Results
3.1. Results of the Workflow Applied to the Glenwood Springs Slope
The proposed workflow was used, in conjunction with manual validation to construct
a rockfall database and cumulative magnitude frequency curves for the Glenwood Springs
slope. The time efficiency i an incredibly important aspect of th s work. While there are
some manual, one-time processes required to setup the workflow (e.g., tuning parameter
a d defining the boundary of the area of interest in 3D space) the automated alignment
algorithm reduced what would be a manual process taking multiple hours to an automated
process that can be run in the background, including repetitions of the individual alignment
types (coarse and fine). While the modified M3C2 method did not reduce computational
time of the algorithm, it did show a reduction in noise/outlier change when compared to
previous algorithms.
The change algorithm was tested with synthetic data and real rockfall data. Figure 12
illustrates a comparison between the proposed method, here called “modified M3C2”,
the traditional M3C2 method [43] and the K-nearest change algorithm implemented in
the 4D filtering algorithm proposed by Kromer et al. [23]. First, the modified method
was compared to M3C2 using synthetic data (see Figure 12a). Two planes with noisy
points randomly generated around them were populated with varying point densities
and distances. The modified method reduced the RMSE in this calculation. Then, the
change algorithm was tested with a real rockfall volume. Manual measurements were
used to deter ine th heoretical change limits ( pproximately 0 m to 1 m). The results
of the change calculation revealed in eresting tren s in each method ested. As expected,
M3C2 tended to include larger values of change due to intersection of the search cylinder
with multiple surfaces. Problems with the K-nearest method were observed for oblong
volumes. Since the nearest neighbors were found and then those nearest neighbors were
filtered to the extent of the defined cylinder, a low value of K (e.g., K was equal to 10 for the
modified M3C2 calculation) resulted in an undefined change calculation for the majority of
the volume displayed in Figure 12. A high number of K neighbors (>3000) were required
to appropriately capture points along the normal that were parallel to the slope rather
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than perpendicular to the normal direction. While the change calculation reduced outliers
when compared to M3C2, the computation time of the K-nearest method was over 80%
greater than that of the modified M3C2 method. A proposed modification to the K-nearest
method applied in Kromer et al. [23] would be to change the order of operations to first
constrain the region within a cylinder and then calculate the nearest neighbors within
the cylinder to improve efficiency of the algorithm. Overall, the modified M3C2 method
was able to capture this complex rockfall volume a reduce the number of outliers in the
change calculation.




Figure 12. Comparison of M3C2 and the modified method using synthetic data; (a) Results of com-
paring M3C2 and the modified method proposed for a synthetic plane; (b) Change calculations for 
the rockfall shown in Figure 12d as represented by M3C2, the nearest neighbor change method 
proposed by Kromer et al. 2017 (“K-Nearest”), where K = 3000 and the proposed modified M3C2 
method. The modified M3C2 results have fewer outliers; (c) Change calculations for the rockfall 
shown in Figure 12d, which demonstrate fewer outliers resulting from the modified method; (d) 
Comparison of change calculated for a rockfall. Change below the limit of detection or undefined 
is shown in grey. 
Figure 12. Comparison of M3C2 a d the modified method using synthetic data; (a) Resul s of comparing M3C2 and the
modified method proposed for a synthet c plane; (b) Change calculations for the rockfall show in Figure 12d as represented
by M3C2, the nearest neighbor change method proposed by Kromer et al. 2017 (“K-Nearest”), where K = 3000 and the
proposed modified M3C2 method. The modified M3C2 results have fewer outliers; (c) Change calculations for the rockfall
shown in Figure 12d, which demonstrate fewer outliers resulting from the modified method; (d) Comparison of change
calculated for a rockfall. Change below the limit of detection or undefined is shown in grey.
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The automated classification of clusters reduced error in the database, where error
was considered the number of clusters mislabeled as rockfall in the database. The final
clutter filter (random forest with 0.325 probability threshold and no volume threshold for
training) was applied to clusters generated over a two-year period for which a validation
set was manually developed. It should be noted that the probability threshold was chosen
at a point where the FNR and FPR were equal for the training set. This means that when
applied to another set of data (in this case over a two-year period), the FNR and FPR
resulting from the classification were not guaranteed to be exactly equal. The FNR and
FPR for this classification were 28% and 17%, respectively. Figure 13 shows MCF curves
generated for the small two-year test database. Rockfall on the slope studied are generally
not very large and the workflow was optimized to be able to catch very small volumes in
order to understand rockfall patterns over time (<0.001 m3). As a result, much of the error
(in the form of clutter) is concentrated in the smaller volumes (<0.01 m3). Such extremely
small volumes may not be relevant for other studies. As a result, the FNR and FPR were
also calculated for thresholder ranges of volumes. When the volumes were thresholded to
remove volumes less than 0.003 m3, the FNR and FPR become 20% and 19% respectively.
When the volumes were thresholded to remove volumes less than 0.01 m3, the FNR and
FPR become 14% and 25%, respectively. Despite the slightly higher FNR and FPR, the
total error, as a percentage of clutter within rockfall database, was reduced from 63% to
20% for the testing data. This algorithm was later applied to a larger database of scans for
the Glenwood Springs site that consisted of 40 scans. For this larger database, using the
automatic cluster classification algorithm reduced the amount of clutter by 69%.Remote Sens. 2021, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 22 of 31  
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This classification w s own to overpredict small volumes and underpredict larger
volumes. Depending on the parameters chosen for the DBSCAN clustering and the size of
the rockfall, here is also the possibility that some rockfall were split into multiple clusters,
resulting in misclassification. Because of this, some volumes were flagged for manual
analysis. Volum s were flagged for m nual validation if they met any of the following
criteria:
• The m ximum cluster olume (c responding to he infinite alpha radius) was greater
than 0.2 m3.
• The centroid of the clust r was within a threshold distance from the centroid of another
cluster.
The first flag ensured that the correct alpha radius was chosen for the volume calcula-
tion and that no large v lume was in rrectly classified as clutter. The second flag accounts
for the case where one r ckfall is split into multiple clusters. To det rmine if two clusters
were within a certain threshold distance, the following procedure was used:
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• calculate the distance between cluster centroids.
• select the larger of the primary axis lengths for each of the clusters.
• if the distance between centroids is smaller than the larger of the primary axis lengths,
the clusters were flagged for manual validation.
3.2. Results of the Workflow Aplied to a Secondary Slope
To further demonstrate the general applicability and adaptability of the proposed
workflow, it was applied to a secondary slope. This slope is also located along a highly
trafficked section of I-70 approximately 40 km west of Denver, Colorado, in an area called
Floyd Hill. The slope is composed of feldspar and biotite ridge gneiss with conformable
layers that are observed to be 1/2 inch to several feet thick [74,75]. The steepness of the
slope, which is greater than 70 degrees and the foliation of the gneiss make rockfall frequent
on this slope. Though only separated by approximately 142 miles along I-70, this slope’s
characteristics are noticeably different from the Glenwood Springs slope. The Glenwood
Springs site is dominated by relatively smooth surfaces, as a result of the megacrystic
granite that makes up the site. In contrast, the Floyd Hill site appears rough and flaky. The
high percentage of biotite in the gneiss that makes up the Floyd Hill site, creates sharp
overhangs that are persistent across the slope; these types of sub horizontal overhangs
were not common at the Glenwood Springs site.
Lidar scans collected for this site used the same scanner and setup as that used for
the Glenwood Springs site, with the addition of a fourth scanning position. It should be
noted that the distance between the slope and the scanner was greater; while the distance
at the Glenwood Springs slope was approximately 30 m, the distance at the Floyd Hill site
was greater than 50 m. The mean point density was greater than 2000 points per cubic
meter and the distance between points in regions directly in front of the scanner, with
the highest point density, was approximately 0.020 m. The proposed workflow was used
to create a rockfall database for a 178-day period between 3 March 2019, and 31 August
2019 (Figure 14).
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The fl as a plied to this slope with only mino altera ions to algorithm
param ters (Table 3). Even with so few changes o the parameters, a low limit of detection
(1.8 c ) achieved. For the cluster filtering step, although using the training data
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from Glenwood Springs produced an error of less than 10% (where error is the percentage
of clusters whose label did not agree with the manual classification), we also created a
set of training data that was specific to the Floyd Hill slope. This training data set was
comprised of 1596 clusters from the Floyd Hill slope and used the same metrics and volume
statistics to classify clusters. Rerunning the code used to generate Figure 11, the probability
threshold where the FNR and FPR intersected was found to be 0.104. Using this dataset
and the proposed random forest classifier, the error in the database was less than 6.5%,
with no false negative labels for a volume greater than 0.05 m3. The results of this applied
to the database are shown in Figure 15.
Table 3. Comparison of parameters for the Glenwood Springs and Floyd Hill slopes.
Parameter GlenwoodSprings Floyd Hill Comment
Voxel Subsampling Radius
(coarse alignment) 0.45 m 0.5 m
The higher voxel subsampling at the Floyd Hill
site was used to accommodate for the lower
point density (greater point spacing) and greater
roughness (due to geology) in the raw scans.
Normal Radius (coarse alignment) 3 m 3 m
Feature Radius (coarse alignment) 4.5 m 4.5 m
Inlier Distance (coarse alignment) 1.3 1.3
Uniform Subsampling Radius
(fine alignment) 0.3 m 0.3 m
Normal Radius (fine alignment) 1.2 m 1.2 m .
Threshold Degree (fine alignment) 40 degrees 40 degrees
Threshold Radius (point classification) 0.9 m 0.9 m
Normal Radius (change calculation) 0.25 m 0.25 m
Projection Radius (change calculation) 0.15 m 0.08 m
The cylinder radius was decreased due to
updated recommendations provided by
DiFrancesco et al. [44].
Epsilon (DBSCAN) 0.1 m 0.1 m
Minimum Points (DBSCAN) 35 m 16 m Differences were due to lower point density atFloyd Hill.
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4. Discussion
The primary goal of this study was to create a comprehensive workflow that performs
all point cloud processing steps for rockfall analysis from alignment to generation of
geometric statistics and descriptors for a rockfall database. A secondary goal of this study
was to address some of the gaps in knowledge left by workflows in other studies.
Previous studies have improved the M3C2 algorithm [23,24]. The proposed modified
method builds upon these and reduces error in the calculation by limiting the extent and di-
rection of the cylinder projection. This was shown to reduce error in calculations of change
between two synthetic planes (Figure 12a) as well as for rockfall volumes (Figure 12b–d).
One limitation of this method is the dependence on the normal direction. As with M3C2, if
the normal is oriented incorrectly, then the change cannot be accurately calculated. Another
limitation is reduced computational speed. Because the change direction is first calculated
with the base M3C2 method, this algorithm is no faster than M3C2.
During the development of this workflow, the order of operations was observed to be
very important. This was especially true for the change calculation algorithm. Artifacts of
temporary objects were observed in cases where the classification was performed subse-
quent to the change calculation. If the number of points used in the calculation is limited to
a defined number of nearest neighbors, then filtering to a shape (e.g., a cylinder) must be
performed prior to determining the closest points. Otherwise, although points lie within
the defined shape, they may not be considered since they are not the absolute nearest
points. Another observation was the relationship between rockfall size and trends in alpha
radii. While an appropriate alpha radius for small rockfalls could easily be defined by a
maximum radius, as the volume increased, the appropriate radii could not be defined by a
simple relationship and it was more difficult to close holes in the reconstructions without
losing details regarding certain parts of the reconstruction. Other algorithms have been
able to perform reconstruction without having to consider holes (e.g., power crust) [48];
however, like the alpha shape algorithm, there are user defined parameters that must be
determined. It should be noted that Bonneau et al. [45] presents an alternative method for
automating reconstruction parameter selection.
Another previous gap in knowledge addressed in this study was the procedure
for use of points cluster after they have been obtained by DBSCAN. Other studies that
have used this clustering algorithm [18,20,40,44], but do not indicate how erroneous
clusters were excluded (or managed). Whether these values were included along with the
rockfall or manually removed has implications for both the magnitude-frequency curve
(Figures 13 and 15) and the processing time. This novel cluster classification implements
machine learning algorithms to automatically classify point clusters. Since the statistics
used to describe the clusters (change, point density, etc.) are not specific to an acquisition
method, this proposed algorithm could be applied to projects that implement terrestrial
photogrammetry rather than lidar. Initial results for the Glenwood Springs site showed
that error (as a percentage of rockfall whose label does not agree with the manual label)
was reduced by 68% when the automatic classifier was applied to the clusters.
The results of the workflow applied to the secondary Floyd Hill rock slope, show
that this workflow is adaptable to other slopes even with different distances between the
slope and the scanner and different rock properties. Comparing the site positions, the
distance between the scanner and slope at the Floyd Hill site was almost double that of the
Glenwood Springs site. The megacrystic granite at the Glenwood Spring site resulted in
relatively smooth surfaces disrupted by joints. In contrast, the foliation of the gneiss at the
Floyd Hill site gives the appearance of a very rough, flaky surface. This was shown in the
local surface roughness as well, for which the Floyd Hill sites was higher. Despite these
differences between the slopes, the proposed workflow was demonstrated to perform well
on both with nearly identical processing parameters.
While the initial subsampling radius was increased slightly from the Glenwood
Springs case to the Floyd Hill case (see Table 3), the alignment algorithm was applied
without any parameter changes and resulted in a low limit of detection. Likewise, applying
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the original training data set and cluster classifier resulted in less than 10% error. Creating
a training dataset specific to the Floyd Hill site further reduced the error to less than 6.5%.
Though a site-specific training dataset was created, the time it takes to manually label a
small subset of clusters is minimal compared to manually classifying thousands of clusters.
It should be noted that the kink in the magnitude cumulative-frequency curve (volumes
greater than 0.1 m3) is not an artifact; it is related to a large rockslide event that occurred
during a thunderstorm in June of 2019.
The total error in the automated classifier (Figures 13 and 15) is greatest for volumes
that are very small (<0.001 m3) and for mid-range volumes (0.001–0.01 m3). This can be
explained as follows. First, the high temporal resolution of this dataset makes it possible
to capture clusters that are small (<0.001 m3). In order to create these small clusters,
the DBSCAN clustering parameters must be conservative (e.g., a number of minimum
points that corresponds to the average point density rather than the highest available point
density). This increases the probability of clustering points that are not part of a rockfall.
As a result, there is a high quantity of clutter in the database for small and mid-range
volumes (<0.01 m3). Second, the workflow was designed to be conservative, in that it
will allow more false positive classifications so that few false negative classifications occur.
For the secondary site tested, less than 2% of the total error was a result of false negative
classifications. When examining relative error, the error is greatest for mid-range volumes
(0.001–0.01 m3) and large volumes (>0.1 m3), which can be explained as follows. First,
as previously mentioned, the workflow was designed to be conservative; thus, there is a
greater chance of false positive classifications. There were no false negative classifications
for volumes greater than (0.03 m3). Second, the volumes of rockfalls in the database are
approximately lognormally distributed. This is also true for the training data set, which
was created using rockfall data from the same slope. This means there is a limited number
of samples of rockfalls with volumes greater than 0.01 m3 in the training data. In future
applications, training data could be curated to focus on volume ranges of interest for a
given application.
While there is a notable degree of error associated with this classifier, it is important
to note that the goal of developing this method was to reduce the manual classification
of rockfall, rather than remove all quality control from the process of creating a rockfall
database. To further improve the accuracy of the database, without greatly increasing the
manual workload, the positive classifications could be quality-controlled to remove false
positive classifications. Manual classification of the positively labelled clusters substantially
decreases the error. For the Floyd Hill site, the error would decrease to less than 2% error.
However, even with this manual classification, the total manual effort is still a 93% decrease
when compared to manually classify every cluster. Applications of this workflow may
implement varying amounts of manual classification depending on the error tolerance of
the study and the amount of time available for manual classification.
The proposed workflow was designed to construct a rockfall database in order to
better understand rockfall frequency and rate. Because of this, a goal of the automated
classifier was to also reduce error in the a and b constants for the MCF curve. When applied
to the secondary slope, the percentage difference in the estimated MCF fit constant a was
reduced from 131.8% to 11.0% and the percentage difference for the MCF fit constant b
was reduced from 37.2% to 2.0%. The database without any classification had significantly
more false positive classifications (as all clusters are considered rockfall), which means that
it forecasted a significantly higher frequency for large rockfalls when compared to the other
two classified databases. For example, the frequency of a 10 m3 rockfall was forecasted to
be approximately every 26, 19 and 11 months for the manually classified, automatically
classified and full database MCF curves respectively.
There are other use cases where this workflow could be adapted for a monitoring sys-
tem. For example, for a highway or railway monitoring system, which would only examine
rockfalls that are cobble size (0.1 m3) or larger, this workflow could be used in conjunction
with frequent data collection to alert relevant parties about a rockfall occurrence. At the
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Floyd Hill site, for volumes greater than 0.1 m3, the error in the database was less than 0.2%,
with none of the error associated with false negative classifications. Since false positive
results still occur at a relatively high rate for larger volumes, a positively classified cluster
would need to be validated as a real rockfall. However, even with this manual classification
of rockfalls identified by the classifier, the manual workload is greatly decreased. For
example, if an alert system was set up for the Floyd Hill site, where alerts were given for all
positive rockfall classifications greater than 0.1 m3, the manual workload would decrease
by 77% when compared to manually classifying all clusters in that volume range.
There are some limitations to this process. While the goal of full automation is
desirable, there must be some compromise between the amount of error allowed and the
amount of automation. This is perhaps most clearly demonstrated in the clutter filtering
algorithm. Full automation of the filtering meant that some number of false negative and
false positive rockfalls resulted from the classification. This process resulted in more false
positives for small volumes and more false negatives for the larger volumes. This, along
with the importance of alpha radii for large volumes, made it important to introduce some
manual validation in the workflow. This demonstrates the fact that, to a certain extent,
there is a tradeoff between automation and accuracy.
5. Conclusions
Automating point cloud processing for the purpose of rockfall monitoring is a complex
problem that requires an initial setup period, where parameters are tuned to account for
geometry of the slope, scanning resolution and scanner limitations. This study proposes
methods for expediting the choice of algorithmic parameters and proposes novel methods
of automating steps that are normally manually performed. One potential area for future
work is the application of this workflow to new sites. As demonstrated in this study,
the workflow could be used to study the frequency of rockfalls by generating a rockfall
database. As previously mentioned, some manual quality control will likely be necessary
for studies that implement this workflow for monitoring or alert systems. However, the
automatic classifier proposed in this study can significantly reduce the amount of manual
work required. Furthermore, future studies could possibly improve the proposed classifier
by adding new cluster descriptors as part of the training data. For example, a study
with clusters that were extracted from photogrammetric point clouds, which provide
higher quality color data than the TLS method used in this study, could include color as a
descriptor in the machine learning classifier.
The following conclusions were derived from this study:
• Testing the new modified M3C2 change algorithm showed that limiting the extent of
the cylinder projection can reduce error from capturing secondary surfaces.
• Application of the proposed workflow to a secondary slope shows that this workflow
can easily be adapted and used to processes point cloud data for rock slopes with
different characteristics (e.g., point spacing and rock type).
• The proposed machine learning algorithm can be used to provide a classification of
volumes, but it is limited by the number and quality of training samples provided.
The proposed classification method resulted in FNR and FPR values of less than 20%
for the initially tested Glenwood Springs Site. This proposed method for labelling
cluster can save hours of manual volume validation.
• When applied to the secondary Floyd Hill site and without updating the training
data), the proposed machine learning algorithm reduced error (as a percentage of
automatic labels that disagreed with the manual label) to less than 10%. When training
data specific to the Floyd Hill site were used to classify clusters, the error was further
reduced to less than 6.5%.
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